We define and solve the problem of "distribution classification", and, in general, "distribution mining". Given n distributions (i.e., clouds) of multi-dimensional points, we want to classify them into k classes, to find patterns, rules and out-lier clouds. For example, consider the 2-d case of sales of items, where, for each item sold, we record the unit price and quantity; then, each customer is represented as a distribution/cloud of 2-d points (one for each item he bought). We want to group similar users together, e.g., for market segmentation, anomaly/fraud detection.
Introduction
Data mining and pattern discovery in traditional and multimedia data has been attracting high interest. Here we focus on a new type of data, namely, a distribution, or, more informally, a "cloud" of multidimensional points. We shall use the terms "cloud" and "distribution" interchangeably.
Our goal is to operate on a collection of clouds, and find patterns, clusters, outliers. In distribution classification, we want to classify clouds that are similar to labeled data, in some sense. For example, Figure 1 shows 3 distributions corresponding to 3 motion-capture datasets. Specifically, they are the scatter-plots of the left-and right-foot position. Each motion is clearly a cloud of points, and we would like to classify these motions. Arguably, Distributions #1 and #2 are more similar to each other, and they should be both classified into the same group (in fact, they both correspond to "walking" motions). In contrast, Distribution #3 does not overlap with the other distributions at all, and thus it should probably go to another group (in fact, it belongs to a jumping motion).
There are many applications for distribution classification. Consider an e-commerce setting, where we wish to classify customers according to their purchasing habits. Suppose that, for every sale, we can obtain the time the customer spent browsing, the number of items bought, and their sales price. Thus, each customer is a cloud of 3-d points (one for each sale she did). The e-store would like to classify these clouds, to do market segmentation, rule discovery (is it true that the highest volume customers spend more time on our web site?) and spot anomalies (e.g., identity theft). Another example of distribution classification and mining is an SNS system such as a blog hosting service. Consider a large number of blog users where each user has a list of numerical attributes (e.g., total number of postings, average posting length, average number of outgoing links); suppose that we can record all these attributes, on a daily basis, for all blog users. For this collection of clouds, one would like to find patterns and groups, e.g., to do sociological and behavioral research.
All these questions require a good distance function between two clouds. The ideal distance function should (a) correspond to human intuition, declaring as 'similar', e.g., Distributions #1 and #2 of Figure 1 and (b) it should be fast to compute, ideally, much faster than the number of points in the clouds P and Q. Thus the base problem we focus on here is as follows: 
Distribution #1
Distribution #2 Distribution #3 (walking) (walking) (jumping) Figure 1 : Three distributions are shown here, from motion-capture data: they all show the scatter-plot of the left foot position versus the right foot, for different motions. Distributions #1 and #2 "look" more similar, while Distribution #3 "looks" different. Our proposed distance function reflects such differences. Our goal is to design fast algorithms for distribution mining and classification for large sets of multidimensional data. A related topic is distribution clustering. While we will not address the clustering in this paper, our techniques could be similarly applied to clustering settings. The contributions are the following:
(a) the DualWavelet method, that keeps track of two types of wavelet coefficients for each cloud, accelerating the calculation of the cloud-distance function. (b) Theorem 3.1, which proves the correctness of our method (c) The GEM method to find a good grid-cell size for a collection of clouds.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 describes the proposed method and identifies main tasks needed for distribution classification. We then explain the techniques and constraints we use in order for efficient KL-divergence calculations. Section 4 evaluates our method by conducting extensive experiments. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and introduces future work for our topic.
Related Work
We group the related work into four sections: clustering, similarity functions between distributions, wavelets.
Classification and Clustering A huge number of classification techniques have been proposed in various research fields, including Naive Bayes, decision tree [1, 17] , support vector machine [2] and k-nearest neighbor [5] . We choose to use the nearest neighbor method because it has no additional training effort, while remains a nice asymptotic error bound [5] . A related mining technique is clustering, with techniques including CLARANS [15] , k-means [7] , BIRCH [23] , CURE [9] and many many more. We did not directly address the distribution clustering problem, but with the techniques we proposed in this paper could also be adapted to clustering.
Comparing two distributions There are several statistical methods [16] to decide whether two distributions are the same (Chi-square, Kolmogorov-Smirnoff). However, they don't give a score; only a yes/no answer; and some of them can not be easily generalized for higher dimensions.
Functionals that return a score are motivated from image processing and image comparisons: The so-called earth-moving distance [18] between two images is the minimum energy (mass times distance) to transform one image into the other, where mass is the gray-scale value of each pixel. For two clouds of points P and Q (= black-and-white images), there are several measures of their distance/similarity: one alternative is the distance of the closest pair (min-min distance); another is the Hausdorff distance (max-min -the maximum distance of a set P , to the nearest point in the set Q). another would be the average of all pairwise distances among P -Q pairs. Finally, tri-plots [21] can find patterns across two large, multidimensional sets of points, although they can not assign a distance score. The most suitable idea for our setting is the KL (Kullback-Leibler) divergence (see Equation (3.1)) which gives a notion of distance between two distributions. The KL divergence is commonly used in several fields, to measure the distance between two PDFs (probability density functions, as in, e.g., information theory [22] , pattern recognition [19, 10] ).
Probabilistic queries: A remotely related problem is the problem of probabilistic queries. Cheng et al. [3] classifies and evaluates probabilistic queries over uncertain data based on models of uncertainty. An indexing method for regular probabilistic queries is then proposed in [4] . In [20] Tao et al. presents an algorithm for indexing uncertain data for any type of probability density functions (pdf). Distributions for our work can be expressed by pdfs as well as histograms. However, the main difference between our study and [3] is that our work focuses on comparing differences between distributions, while Cheng et al.s' work focuses on locating areas in distributions that satisfy a given threshold.
Wavelets Wavelet analysis is a powerful method for compressing signals (time series, images, and higher dimensionalities) [6, 16] . Wavelets have been used for summarization of streams [8] and histograms [14] .
Distribution classification and mining are problem that, to our knowledge, have not been addressed. The distance functions among clouds that we mentioned earlier either expect a continuous distribution (like a probability density function), and/or are too expensive to compute.
Proposed Method
In this section, we focus on the problem of distribution classification. This involves the following sub-problems, that we address in each of the upcoming sub-sections: (a) What is a good distance function to use, for clouds of points? (b) What is the optimal grid side, to bucketize our address space? (c) How to represent a cloud of points compactly, to accelerate the distance calculations? (d) What is the space and time complexity of our method? Table 1 lists the major symbols and their definitions. 
Distance function for cloud sets
The heart of the problem is to define a good distance function between two clouds of d-dimensional points:
Task:
Given two "clouds" of points P and Q in d-dimensional space, we assess the similarity/distance between P and Q.
Given two clouds of points P and Q, there are several measures of their distance/similarity, as we mention in the literature survey section. However, the above distances suffer from one or more of the following drawbacks: they are either too fragile (like the min-min distance); and/or they don't take all the available data points into account; and/or they are too expensive to compute.
Thus we propose to use information theory as the basis, and specifically the KL (Kullback-Leibler) divergence, as follows. Let's assume for a moment that the two clouds of points P and Q consist of samples from two (continuous) probability density functions P and Q, respectively. If we knew P and Q we could apply the continuous version of the KL divergence; however, we don't. Thus we propose to bucketize all our clouds, using a grid with m grid-cells and use the discrete version of the KL divergence, defined as follows:
where p i , q i are the fractions of points of cloud P and Q respectively, that land into the i-th grid cell. That is,
Choosing a good grid-cell size is a subtle and difficult problem, that we address with our proposed GEM method in subsection 3.2.
The above definition is asymmetric, and thus we propose to use the symmetric KL divergence d SKL :
There is a subtle point we need to address. The KL divergence expects non-zero values, however, histogram buckets corresponding to sparse area in multidimensional space may take the zero value. To avoid this, we introduce the Laplace estimator [13, 11] :
where p i is the original histogram value (i = 1, . . . , m) and p i is the estimate of p i . |P | is the total number of
Another solution is that we could simply treat empty cells as if they had "minimum occupancy" of . The value value for "minimum occupancy" should be << 1/|P |, where |P | is the number of points in the cloud P . We chose the former since it gives better classification accuracy, although our algorithms are completely independent of such choices.
GEM:
Optimal grid-side selection 3.2.1 Motivation behind GEM Until now, we assumed that the grid side was given. The question we address here is how to automatically estimate a good grid side, when we are given several clouds of points P 1 , . . . , P n . Equivalently, we want to find the optimal number of segments s opt that we should subdivide each dimension into.
We would like to have a criterion, which will operate on the collection of clouds, and dictate a good number of segments s per dimension. This criterion should have a spike (or dip) at the "correct" value of s. Intuitively, s should not be too small, because the grid will deteriorate to having one or two cells, and all clouds will look similar, even if they are not really similar. On the other extreme, s should not be too large, because the resulting grid will have a very fine granularity, with each gridcell containing one or zero points, and thus any pair of clouds will have a high distance. We want the "sweet spot" for s.
Notice that straightforward approaches are not suitable, because they are monotonic. For example, the average entropy of a cloud clearly increases with the number of segments s. The same is true for any other variation based on entropy, like the entropy of the union of all the clouds. Our goal boils down to the following question: what function of s reaches an extreme when we hit the 'optimal' number of segments s opt ? It turns out that the (symmetric) KL divergence is also unsuitable since it increases monotonically with s. This leads us to our proposed "GEM" criterion. First we describe how to find a good value of s (number of grid-cells per axis) for a given pair of clouds (P , Q), and then we discuss how to extend it for a whole set of clouds.
GEM criterion
First, we propose a criterion to estimate the optimal number of s for a given pair of clouds, say, P and Q.
Our idea is to normalize the symmetric KL divergence, dividing it by the sum of entropies of the two clouds. The intuition is the following: for a given s, the KL divergence d SKL(s) (P, Q) expresses the crossencoding cost, that is, the number of extra bits we suffer, when we encode the grid-cell id of points of cloud P , using the statistics from cloud Q, and vice versa. Similarly, H s (P ) and H s (Q) give the (self) encoding cost, that is, the number of necessary bits, when we use the correct statistics for each cloud. Thus, we propose to normalize: a grid choice (with s grid-cells per dimension) would be good, if it can make the two clouds as dissimilar (= hard to cross-encode) as possible, relative to the intrinsic coding cost of each cloud. Therefore, our proposed normalized KL divergence C s (P, Q), referred to as the pairwise GEM criterion, is given by
where
are the entropies and the KL divergence, for a grid with s segments per dimension. We want s opt , the optimal value of s that maximizes the pairwise criteria as follows:
For example, Figure 2 shows the pairwise criteria of a sampled cloud pair of the Gaussians dataset (See Figure 4) . We pick up one from the third class (Corners) Figure 4 , it is hard to identify the difference between these clouds if we use a small number of segments. In Figure 2 s = 16 maximizes the pairwise criteria, which indicates that it is necessary to use s = 16 to identify the difference.
Once we obtain s opt () for every (sampled) pair the final step is to choose s opt for the entire cloud set. We could choose the median value, the average value, or some other function. It turns out that the maximum gives the best classification accuracy. Thus, we propose
If there are too many clouds in our collection, we propose to use a random sample of (P , Q) pairs.
Cloud representation:
DualWavelet We described how to measure the distance of clouds, and how to estimate the optimal segment size of the histogram. The next question is how to store the cloud information, to minimize space consumption and response time. Recall that we plan to bucketize the d-dimensional address space into m grid cells, with s equal segments per dimension (m = s d ); and for each distribution P , we could keep the fraction of points p i that fall in the i-th bucket. Naive Solution:
The naive solution is exactly to maintain an m-bucket histogram for each cloud, and to use such histograms to compute the necessary KL divergences, and eventually to run required mining algorithm (e.g., the nearest neighbor classification). We refer to it as NaiveDense.
However, this may require too much space, especially for higher dimensions. One solution would be to use the top c most populated grid cells, in the spirit of 'high end histograms'. The reason against it is that we may ignore some sparse-populated bins, whose logarithm would be important for the KL divergence. We refer to it as NaiveSparse.
Instead, we propose to compress the histograms using Haar wavelets, and then keeping some appropriate coefficients, as we describe next. We represent each distribution as a single vector; we compute W p andŴ p from P and P for each distribution, and then we compute the GEM criterion and the necessary KL divergences from the wavelet coefficients. Finally, we apply a classification algorithm (e.g., the nearest neighbor classification) to the wavelet coefficients.
The cornerstone of our method is Theorem 3.1, which effectively states that we can compute the symmetric KL divergence, using the appropriate wavelet coefficients. 
Proof: From the definition,
Then we have
In light of Parseval's theorem, this completes the proof. 2
The KL divergence can be obtained from Equation (3.7) using wavelets calculated from histogram data. The number of buckets of a histogram (i.e., m) could be large, especially for high-dimensional spaces, while the most of buckets may be empty. The justification of using wavelets is that very few of the wavelet coefficients of real data sets are often significant and a majority are small, thus, the error is limited to a very small value. Upon calculating the wavelets from the original histogram, we select a small number of wavelet coefficients (say c coefficients) that have the largest energy from the original wavelet array. This indicates that these coefficients will yield the lowest error among all wavelets.
For Equation (3.7), we compute the KL divergence with c coefficients, that is, we compute f pq (i) if we select either wp i or wq i (ŵp i orŵq i ), otherwise, we can simply ignore these coefficients since they are very close to zero. Consider that the sequence describing the positions of the top c coefficients of W p and W q is denoted as I pq . Then, we obtain the approximate KL divergence of P and Q:
The positions of the best c coefficients of W p could be different from those of W q . We assume wp i =ŵp i = 0 if wp i andŵp i are not selected.
In order to estimate the optimal number of segments for histograms, we need to compute the entropy from each distribution (see Equation (3.4) ).
Lemma 3.1. Let W p andŴ p be the wavelets of P and P , respectively. Then we have Proof: From the definition,
From Parseval's theorem, we have
which completes the proof. 2 Again, since we want to compute the entropy with the top c wavelet coefficients, Equation (3.9) becomes
Equation (3.4) requires the KL divergence and entropies of P i and P j to estimate the optimal number of segments. The KL divergence and entropies can be efficiently computed from their wavelets by using Equations (3.8)(3.10). Figure 3 shows the overall algorithm for distribution mining.
Complexity
In this section we examine the time and space complexity of our solution and compare it to the complexity of the naive solution. Among the possible data mining tasks, we focus on classification, to illustrate the effectiveness of our method. We chose the k-nearest neighbor classification with majority voting.
We made this chose because of the simplicity and the good performance, as we show next. Recall that n is the number of input distributions, m is the number of gridcells that we impose on the address space, and c is the number of wavelet coefficients that our method keeps. For the classification, t is the number of distributions (=clouds) in the training data set.
Time Complexity
Naive method (NaiveDense) . We have the following Lemmas: The calculation of the criterion requires O(mn 2 ) time if we take account of all n distributions. We can optionally use random sampling of the distributions to save the computation cost.
With respect to the time for nearest neighbor searching, we resort to sequential scanning over the training dataset. The reason that we do not use a multidimensional index (like kd-tree, or R-tree), is because the KL divergence does not even obey the triangle inequality. Thus, we have: 
Proof:
The calculation of the nearest neighbor classification for one distribution requires O(mt) time because it tries to handle the values of m histogram buckets for t distributions. This is repeated for n number of distributions, producing a total cost of O(nmt). Proof: Our method initially allocates memory to store histogram of m buckets. It then calculates the wavelet coefficients and discards the histogram information. Then it reduces the number of wavelet coefficients to O(c) and allocates O(cn) memory for computing the criterion and the classification. However, c is normally a very small constant, which is negligible. We sum up all the allocated memory and we get a space complexity of O(m + n). 2
Experiments
In this section, we do experiments to answer the following questions:
• GEM's accuracy: For the optimal grid side, does the GEM criterion lead to better mining results?
• Quality: how good is our cloud-distance function, and its DualWavelet approximation? We compare DualWavelet with two variants of the naive method: (1) NaiveDense, which uses all (m) histogram buckets to compute the distance (2) NaiveSparse, which uses only selected buckets since m could be too large while the most of buckets may be empty. We selected buckets that have the largest values from the original histogram. As a measure of accuracy, we use the classification error rate. For each input dataset, we know the ground truth (that is, the number of classes we have and the class labels for each input cloud) and we run the nearest neighbor classification on the dataset, with optimal s (according to GEM), and report the classification accuracy.
• Speed: how much faster is our method than the naive ones, NaiveDense and NaiveSparse? How does it scale with the database size n in terms of the computation time?
We run the experiments on a Pentium 4 CPU of 2.53GHz, and with 2GB of memory. For the number of wavelet coefficients c, we used enough, so that to retain 95% of the energy.
Data Sets
We performed experiments on the following real and synthetic data sets.
• Gaussians: the data set consists of n=4,000 distributions, each with 10,000 points. Figure 4 shows some members of this set. We used 3-dimensional data for this data set. Each distribution is a mixture of Gaussians (1, 2, 2 d or (2 d + 1) Gaussians). There were thus 4 classes; for each class, the means were the same but the covariance matrices varied. The training data set contains 10 distributions for each class.
• FinTime: This is the financial time-series benchmark from [12] . We used historical stock market data for n=400 securities. The dataset consists of 3 dimensional data simulating the stock market with parameters: starting price, increasing (decreasing) rate and volume of transactions. Each distribution of a stock contains 10,000 values. We chose this setting because it resembles real data such as product sales. There were 4 classes, and the training data set contains 10 for each class.
• MoCap: this dataset is from subject number 16, from the CMU Motion Capture Database (mocap.cs.cmu.edu). It contains n=58 real running, jumping and walking motions, that is, there are 3 classes. We used 9 motions for training and the rest of them for classification. In our framework, a motion is represented as a cloud of hundreds of frames, with each frame being an ddimensional point; each dimension corresponds to the x, y, or z position of a body joint . Figure 7 shows sample scatter-plots of such motion data for coordinates of the left-foot and of the right-foot) (with only the z coordinate, for easier visualization) In our experiments we reduce the dimensionality from d=93 to d=2 by using SVD (Singular Value Decomposition), which gives better classification accuracy.
Accuracy of GEM
We evaluated the accuracy of distribution classification when we varies the number of segments (i.e., bucket size) of histograms. For the classification accuracy, we used the classification error and the "confusion matrix". For example Table 2 shows the confusion matrix for the MoCap dataset, where the rows correspond to actual classes, and the columns correspond to recovered classes. The ideal matrix should be diagonal, in which case the classification error is minimal. Figure 5 shows the classification error and the histogram of GEM, for the Gaussians and FinTime datasets. The bottom row of the figure shows the histogram of s opt (P, Q), the value of s that gives the highest pairwise GEMscore (See Section 3.2). We estimated s opt from 10,000 randomly sampled pairs. Notice that the maximum value of s opt is 16 for both datasets, which gives zero classification error. Figure 5 indicates that our algorithm can obtain a good classification (i.e., it can even achieve no error) when we choose s = 16 and higher as the number of segments. The maximum value of s opt (P, Q) (i.e., s opt ) is s = 16. Thus, GEM perfectly spots s = 16 as the optimal number of segments for both data sets, which means that the user is freed from having to set the s value.
As mentioned in Section 3.3, the cost for estimating the optimal number of segments can be reduced by DualWavelet. We will show later that DualWavelet drastically reduces the classification cost. We can also receive the same benefit when we compute the GEM score.
Quality of proposed methods
We answer two questions here: (a) how good is the approximation that DualWavelet uses, and (b) how good are the classification results, of the full workflow (GEM, DualWavelet, and classification)
For the first question, Figure 6 shows the scatter plots of the computation cost versus the approximation quality. The x-axis shows the computation cost for KL divergences, and the y-axis shows their relative approximation error rate. We compare DualWavelet and NaiveSparse in the figure.
The figure implies a trade-off between quality and cost, but the results of DualWavelet are close to the lower left for both data sets, which means that the proposed method gives excellent performance in terms of quality and cost. In fact, it shows no error for classification quality for Gaussians and FinTime while it achieves a dramatic reduction in computation time.
We also study the behavior of DualWavelet for classification quality using the real motion data MoCap. Figure 7 shows 9 distributions, 3 from each class after all distributions are classified using our algorithm. For simplicity of representation, only data from two dimensions are displayed in the figure. We can see that our implementation classifies the distributions accordingly. The overall quality is represented by using confusion matrix as shown in Table 2 . While this is not per- fect for this data set, DualWavelet can classify the data properly. The classification error of DualWaveletand NaiveDenseis 4.1%. Note that the error rate of NaiveSparseis 6.1%. DualWavelet provides better classification quality while it is much faster than the naive method. For Gaussians and FinTime data sets, DualWavelet perfectly find the best classification. The resulting confusion matrix is a diagonal matrix, which is omitted due to the space limitation. Figure 8 compares DualWavelet with the naive method in terms of computation cost. We vary the number of distributions we want to classify. Note that y-axis uses logarithmic scale. We conducted this experiment with histogram of s = 16 as GEM suggested.
Speed and Scalability
The proposed method is significantly faster than the two variants of the naive method while it shows no error for classification quality for both data sets. DualWavelet achieves up to 400 times faster than NaiveDense and 6 times faster than NaiveSparse in this experiment.
Conclusions and Future Work
Here we addressed the problem of distribution mining, and proposed D-Mine, a fast and effective method to solve it. Our main contributions are the following:
• We propose to use wavelets on both the histograms, as well as their logarithms. Theorem 3.1 shows that the appropriate wavelet coefficients can help us quickly estimate the KL divergence.
• We also proposed GEM, an information-theoretic method for choosing the optimal number of segments s.
• Based on Theorem 3.1 and on GEM, we tried nearest neighbor classification on real and realistic data. Our experiments show that our method works as expected, with better classification accuracy than the naive implementation, while being up to 400 times faster.
We illustrated our Theorem and our method on classification. However, our Theorem would benefit any data mining algorithm that needs to operate on distributions, exactly because it can help estimate the popular KL divergence, by simply using wavelets.
A promising future direction is to extend our method for streams. As new points (e.g., sales, or stock trades) are added to each cloud, the wavelets can easily handle these additions incrementally, and, thanks to Theorem 3.1, we can thus still estimate quickly the new KL divergences. . DualWavelet can be up to 400 times faster than NaiveDense and 6 times faster than NaiveSparse.
